Infernal Stock: Dovetail

Dixon Azel is back in action, using his
charm and ruthless wit to conquer new
missions in the name of The Corporation.
Dixons new boss is a company man from
the top of his silver hair to the tips of his
Italian loafers.
This powerful demon
controls Dixons career, and takes
advantage of his pride in a job done
well.Outside the office, Dixon must submit
to the control of the Council: an army of
peaceful warriors comprising humans,
witches, angels, and demons. The Council
strives to maintain balance between The
Corporation and their Competitor. The
Council saved Dixon from damnation
when he was discovered in the company of
Council member Julia Porter. He owes
them as much obedience as a demon can
muster.Faced with the ultimate peril, Dixon
struggles to complete a critical mission
while wrestling with the emergence of
emotions granted to him through the
sacrifice of a friend. If he reaches for
redemption, he faces almost certain death.
Can he divide his loyalties and drive for the
end of the conflict without harming his
friends in the Council? Can he find a way
to bring his double life together in
peace?An Urban Fantasy set in the
American Southwest, INFERNAL STOCK
- II: DOVETAIL was written by a 10-year
survivor of Fortune 500 corporate
bureaucracy. Full of dark humor, it is the
tale of a regular guy working for a heartless
corporation, where the CEO happens to be
Satan.
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